It is shown in this paper that the homeomorphism group of any compact Hubert cube manifold is locally contractible. The proof uses some standard infinite-dimensional techniques along with an infinite-dimensional version of the torus-homeomorphism idea which was used by Edwards and Kirby to establish a corresponding finite-dimensional result.
Introduction.
Let the Hubert cube be denoted by Q and define a Hilbert Theorem 2. Let X be a Q-manifold, U C X be open, and let C C U be compact.
'/ /f: 1/ -> X, t £ I = [O, 1] , is an isotopy of open embeddings, then the restrictions fQ \ C and /j | C are ambient isotopic, i.e. there exists an ambient isotopy g : X -► X, te I, such that gQ = idx (the identity of X) and gl ° /0 = /, on C.
In II5] Wong used a coordinate-switching technique to prove that any homeomorphism on Q is isotopic to the identity, and it follows immediately from the techniques of that paper that the homeomorphism group of Q is contractible and locally contractible. Let En denote Euclidean 72-space and let B" = [-1, l]" C En. In general let B" = [-r, ri", fot r > 0. Let e: E -> S denote the covering projection given by e(x) = exp(]4nix). Let T" = S x S1 x ■■■ x S1 (n times) be the zz-torus and let e" = e x e x • • • x e: E" -> T" be the product covering projection.
We will use the representation Q = n._j/., where .each / is the closed interval [-1, l], and we let s = IT*^/ where each / is the open interval (-1, 1).
The standard pseudo-boundary of Q is the set B(Q) = Q\s. If X is any Q-manifold, then X is homeomorphic to X x Q [2J. A set B C X is a pseudo-boundary of X provided that there exists a homeomorphism of X onto X x Q which takes B onto X x B(Q). If U C X, then a function /: U -► X is said to be B-proper pro-
In general a homeomorphism of X onto itself does not have to be B-proper, and in many cases we will have to adjust the homeomorphism so that it is B-proper. For technical reasons of this sort we will use many results from [6] concerning pseudo-boundaries of Q-manifolds.
We will also need the notion of a Z-set, introduced by Anderson in [1 J. A closed subset K of a space X is said to be a Z-set provided that given any nonnull and homotopically trivial open set U C X, U\K is also nonnull and homotopically trivial.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use By a map we will always mean a continuous function and for any function f: X -► Y and A C X, we use / \A for the restriction of / to A. All of out homeomorphisms will be onto and when we say embedding we mean a homeomorphism onto its image. For any space X we use idx to denote the identity of X and for A C X we will (incorrectly) use id^ to denote the inclusion of A in X. We will omit the subscript when the meaning is clear. An isotopy of a space X into a space V is a map cf>: X x I -> Y such that each level </> : X -> Y is an embedding, where </>,(*) = <£(*, t). An isotopy is ambient provided that each level is onto. We use g ° / for the composition of maps and fot isotopies tf>; X x I -► X, z/f: X x / -► X, with lAo = id^, we use tp * <p: X x I -»X to denote the isotopy defined by
We call (/>*</> the composition oí iff a"d </>.
All function spaces will be equipped with the compact-open topology, and when we say that two functions are close, we mean that they are close in the compact-open topology.
For any space X and K C X we let H(X, K) denote the space of all homeomorphisms h: X -> X which satisfy h \ K = id. If X ¡s a Q-manifold and ß is a pseudo-boundary of X, then Hß (X, K) will denote the space of all homeomorphisms h: X -► X which satisfy h \ K = id and h(B) = B. When there is no ambiguity we will omit the subscript. We remark that if X is any Q-manifold, then W(X) is a topological group [3] .
3. Some basic lemmas. In this section we describe some results concerning homeomorphism groups of Q-manifolds which will be used in the sequel. The first result establishes the contractibility of certain homeomorphism groups. It is used in the proof of Lemma 4.1. Proof. It follows from Theorem 5.1 (2) of 18] that h can be chosen sufficiently close to id so that an ambient isotopy A: X x / -» X exists which satisfies (1), (2) and the first part of (4). We merely remark that one can construct A to additionally satisfy (3) and the last part of (4) by making some slight adjustments on the proof given in [8].
We will need one more result in the proof of Lemma 4.1. It is essentially Lemma 8.1 of [11], and in fact it can be proven by multiplying everything by X which is used in the proof given there. For this reason we omit the proof.
Lemma 3.3. Let X be a compact connected metric space, K and B be subsets of X, and let h: X x B" -► X x £" be an embedding such that h(X x Int B") is open in X x En, h\KxBT\ = id, and h~ l(B x E") = B x B"4. Then h can be chosen sufficiently close to id so that there exists a homeomorphism h: X x T" -► X x T" which satisfies the following properties.
(1) h depends continuously on h, Thus all we need to do is construct a map \Jj: H(X x Q) x I -► H(X x Q) which satisfies ifr0(h) = h and iffjji) £ tf* (X x Q), for all h £ H(X x Q) and ¡6(0,1 ], and t/f (id) = id for all t. But this is essentially Lemma 7.1 of [8].
We will need the following result in the proof of Theorem 2. Since e, is bounded it follows that g. is continuous, therefore a homeomorphism.
It also follows that (1) (1) A depends continuously on h, Proof. The open embedding theorem of [7] implies that X has two coordinate neighborhoods, i.e. there exist open subsets Vj, V2 oí X such that X = V. U.V2
and there exist open embeddings a.^: Vj -» Q, a2: V2 -> Q. Choose compact sets K., K-, K,, K, such that K, u A C U, K = K, u A, K. CInt(K.)C K. C V., for z = 1, 2, and put X = Xj U K2. We will construct ambient isotopies cp : X x I -► X and cp : X x I -> X such that cp = cp * cp fulfills out requirements. We will only give the details for cp , as the construction of cp is just a special case of the construction of cp . Thus we assume that we have an ambient isotopy cp :
X x I -> X such that (1) cp depends continuously on h, (2) . We now use the apparatus of [6] to adjust a2.
From [6] it follows that Bj = a2(B n ajK/W x Qj)) and 6; = ilx B(Qj) are Thus the entire problem reduces to the consttuction of cp. We will construct cp as the composition of isotopies dj and 8. (1) f'.AB' x E"->) n r)2(B' x E"'') = 0 for /, / j2, Thus A = 6 * ip is an ambient isotopy of Al x Q j which fulfills our requirements.
6. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. Let X be a compact Q-manifold. Since H(X)
is a topological group all we need to do to prove Theorem 1 is show that there It is cleat that </> fulfills our requirements.
Before proving Theorem 2 we will consider a special case. Let X be a Q-manifold, G C X be open, and let X C G be compact. We will show that If h: Since g | X is ambient isotopic to id^ it follows that h | X is ambient isotopic to idK, as we wanted.
